


DOUBLE-BARREL CANNON     1862 
 
GENERAL NOTES: 

Use 5-minute Epoxy to assemble the trail sides and axle housing. For the rest use either Epoxy or 
cyanoacrylate (Super Glue). Clean all mold marks from the castings using a #11 or #12 hobby knife, 
small files and sandpaper. Be careful not to make scratches across the wheel tires. If you intend to leave 
this area unpainted, polish the tires with steel wool and coat with clear lacquer. In cleaning the castings, 
be careful not to destroy or damage the wood grain effect. If you inadvertently do so, you can re-
establish the effect by drawing the edge of a file or riffler across the casting in the same direction as the 
existing wood grain. Clear all holes with a sharp instrument or drill. 
 
 PAINTING: 
Field guns of the Confederacy generally were painted light gray. This might have been the original color 
of the carriage for the double-barrel cannon. Today, where it sits outside the Athens, Georgia 
courthouse, it has been painted an olive green. All metal fittings were painted black. Most of these are 
designated with an “x” in the drawing. In addition to those parts, the iron gun tube, strapping around the 
cheeks, axle housing, wheel hub bands, bolt heads, water and grease buckets, bolt heads on the wheel 
fellows and wheel tires (unless polished) are painted black. The sponge head is a dirty tan, dowels and 
turning spike are dark brown. The eye on the turning spike is black. 
 
 ASSEMBLY: 
1/  Drop the LEFT TRAIL into the space on TOW BAR AND SKID. (Do not try to force TOW BAR 
AND SKID on from the end.) Run a ribbon of cement along the gluing edge and drop the RIGHT 
TRAIL in place. Cut off the screw head from the ELEVATING SCREW AND HOUSING then install it 
in the holes provided, noting that it angle toward the front. Make sure that the holes for the PROLONGE 
HOOKS are lined up and the top edge of the TRAILS are flush. Clamp and let dry. 
 
2/  Attach the AXLE HOUSING to the TRAIL making sure it is centered and square to the midline. 
 
3/  Attach SHIMS to the right and left CHEEKS per the drawing. After the glue has set, dry fit the 
CHEEKS to the AXLE-TRAIL subassembly. Make any needed adjustments. If everything is correct, the 
gun tube will be level and aligned with the midline when dropped into place. Glue the CHEEKS in 
place. Attach the CENTER SHACKLE (hook faces forward), SIDE SHACKLES and PROLONGE 
HOOKS. 
 
4/  Dry fit the WHEELS and ELEVATING WHEEL, then drop the gun tube in place (rectangular vent 
plate is on the top). Determine the display angle you want for the gun and trim the ELEVATING 
SCREW until the desired angle is achieved. Glue the ELEVATING WHEEL in place. 
 
5/  Glue in place the PITONS, SPIKE RINGS, HOOK PLATE (to left side), EYE PLATE (to right side), 
TRAIL GRABS, SPIKE SWIVEL, SPIKE SOCKET and LINSTOCK. Carefully spread the SECURING 
CHAIN, insert the pins into the TRAIL holes and squeeze it closed. It should hang loose. 
 
6/  Glue the GUN TUBE onto the CHEEKS and the CAP SQUARES onto the CHEEKS over the gun’s 
trunions. 
 



7/  Take 3.5” of chain to make the LOCK CHAIN. Spread an end link and attach it on itself 15 links 
from that end. Open a linkon the other end and attach it to the EYE PLATE. Hook the loop over the 
LINSTOCK. Make the CAP CHAINS from four 1” length of chain. Glue the ends over the locater pins 
on the CAP SQUARES and the CHEEKS. The remaining chain can be glued inside the gun muzzles to 
hang out as if the gun were loaded for its test firing. 
 
8/  Attach the WHEELS (narrower hubs out). Trim the AXLE ends if needed, then glue on the CAPS 
AND FIDS.  
 
9/  Assemble the WATER BUCKET (taller) and GREASE BUCKET (shorter). Use 4” lengths of the 
1/8” dowel to make the tool handles per the drawing. Use the provided wire to make the WORM (1/8” 
ID). 
 
10/  Place the TURNING SPIKE through the left SPIKE RING and hook its small ring over the HOOK 
PLATE on the LEFT CHEEK. Hang the WATER BUCKET on the CENTER SHACKLE HOOK. . The 
WORM and SCOOP handles go through the PITON RINGS, then through the hanging WATER 
BUCKET HANDLE, through the SECURING CHAIN to the cast tool stop under the trail. The 
RAMMER/SPONGE hangs on a PITON HOOK with the RAMMER end through the SECURING 
CHAIN to the tool stop. The GREASE BUCKET hangs on the other PITON HOOK 
 
11/  To make the PROLONGE seize an eye in the ends of the provided cordage using the provided 
thread. Catch an eye on one PROLONGE HOOK and loop the cord around both, figure-eight fashion. 
Catch the second eye on the other HOOK 
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